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MARK HART SUNDAY SENIOR CUP 

Cup holders do enough to reach semis 

MARK HART SUNDAY SENIOR CUP holders FC Hajduk needed to win their final 

Group B game against East Christchurch Athletic by three or more goals to 

qualify for the semi finals.   They squeezed through by the narrowest of 

margins, winning 4-1 thanks to an Ollie Dark double and one apiece from 

Henry Hodge and substitute Claudio Carvalho while Athletic replied through 

Jamie Morgan.  

It couldn’t have been closer with all three teams in the Group finishing level on 

points.   Kraken Sports, with a goal difference of +1, and FC Hajduk, with a goal 

difference of 0, claimed the semi final places while East Christchurch Athletic’s 

goal difference of -1 was not quite enough to get them through. 

Brad Connell bagged a hat-trick for 

Bournemouth Manor and Sam Birt 

added another but it was not quite 

enough to save them from a 5-4 

defeat against hundred per cent 

Group A winners Grange Athletic 

who just got the better of them 

courtesy of Sam Carter’s brace and 

further goals from Matt Pope, Ollie 

Ponder, and substitute Tony O’Callaghan. 

The other semi final place in Group A 

went to last season’s finalists East 

Christchurch SSC after their 4-0 

victory over West Howe with all the 

goals coming in the second half.  Levi 

Ridealgh struck twice with the other 

goals coming via Jack Smith and Gavin 

Haynes. 

The semi finals will see Group A winners Grange Athletic play Group B runners 

up FC Hajduk while Group B winners Kraken Sports will play Group A runners 

up East Christchurch SSC. 



BDFA CAMERONS CUP  

16 year old Josh scores in Kraken debut 

Pat Spiteri, Danny Tourh, both grabbed hat-tricks when Kraken Sports walloped 

Division Five minnows Longfleet 10-0 in the second round of the BDFA 

CAMERONS CUP.    Domenico Panesar-Dower struck twice with Peter Jones and 

16 year old Joshua Ellaway, playing his first game in senior football, adding one 

each. 

George Corbin nabbed a hat-trick in 

Westover Bournemouth’s 6-0 triumph 

over CST South United with Charlie 

Shears, Alex Henley, and substitute Ollie 

Gedge adding one each. 

 

In the other second round tie, Brad Varley struck twice in AFC Burton’s 4-1 

victory over Woodville Wanderers with Ollie Nicholls and Aaron Bradshaw 

adding one each.   Liam Carpenter scored the consolation goal from the penalty 

spot for Woodville who were reduced to ten men midway through the first half 

when Barnaby Earl saw red. 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

M.A. HART BOURNEMOUTH LEAGUE 

Kieron’s hat-trick proves decisive for Bourne 

Kieron Denty’s hat-trick proved decisive when hundred per cent Bourne had 

upper hand 4-2 against Bournemouth Sports to remain top of DIVISION TWO 

on goal difference.    Substitute Lewis Cannings was the other Bourne scorer 

while Sports replied with a couple of goals from Reece Evans. 

Victoria Park Rangers are hot on their heels after their 5-2 success against West 

Howe Rovers thanks to Steve Flynn’s hat-trick and further goals from Jamie 

Power and substitute John Bailey.    Jaime Gil Martinez scored both West Howe 

goals. 



Camerons were also 5-2 winners when Kayne Barnett, Dan Cook, Joe Sparks, 

Casey Bonsfield, and substitute Valentine Diaz accounted for NMO who replied 

through Tom Prior and Archie Nicholson. 

Meanwhile Luke Pidgley and Kirtsy Emeshili bagged two apiece with Jon Watt 

also on target when Rushmere maintained their perfect record with a 5-0 win 

over Unite who were reduced to ten men when Mohamed Ibrahim saw red. 

 

JP Morgan topple leaders to take over on top 

Matty Ings and Adam Louka netted for DIVISION THREE pacesetters 

Bournemouth Electric but JP Morgan take over in pole position after toppling 

them 5-2 through Dave Bratchford, Liyetchan Soro, substitute Franky Nicholls 

and a couple of goals from Luke Brown. 

Muscliff Dynamos started well 
against APR but, once again, they 
paid dearly for giving the opposition a 
numerical advantage with Hamza 
Bakkali Tallal being dismissed before 
the interval.     APR subsequently 
emerged 4-2 winners thanks to goals 
from Lee Rimmer, Leon Jarrett, Jacob 
Warrilow, and substitute Ollie Brown 
while Morgan Jackson and Ed Gibson 
were the Muscliff marksmen. 

 

Tolulope Adesoji led the way with a hat-trick when Bournemouth Athletic gave 

Rushmere Reserves an 8-2 drubbing.   Patrick McKay bagged a brace with Joe 

Guerra, Sam Hepburn, and substitute Kieran Murphy adding one each.    Ian 

Male and Marian Sobczyk were the Rushmere scorers. 

 

Wanderers go third after subduing Vipers 

Nathan Saxby struck twice for Southside Vipers but Poole Wanderers move up 

to third place in DIVISION FOUR after subduing them 5-2 thanks to Harvey 

Butcher and two apiece from Jak Phillips and Davey Lucas. 



Dale Cushen netted for Camerons Reserves but Southbourne Athletic had the 

edge 2-1 courtesy of a couple of goals from Sam Broom. 

 

Jonny leads second half come back 

Wallisdown Wanderers are two points clear at the top of DIVISION FIVE after 

coming back from 2-1 down at half time to win 4-2 against Hordle Spurs 

Reserves courtesy of Jonny Martin’s hat-trick and a goal from substitute Dan 

Mundy.   Danny Taylor and Joe Gibbon were the Hordle scorers. 

Ben Shimmin and Steve Grogan netted for nearest rivals Nelson Athletic but 

they had to settle for a point when Oscar Cluett and substitute Ashley Tizzard 

earned Upton Sociedad a 2-2 draw. 

Bournemouth Manor Reserves move up to third place after their 5-2 victory 

over Knights courtesy of Nassim Meddah’s hat-trick and further goals from 

Kieran Shirley and Jack Barton.     Sam Crichard and Will Kavanagh were the 

Knights marksmen. 

Lee Rayner struck for U.T.F.L. but they are yet to get off the mark with Church 

Hill United upending them 3-1 with goals from Liam Walls (2) and Harrison 

Spall. 


